color of the line for pen and marker

provides access to the application settings and exit
displays your desktop (while keeping the functionalities of annotation of OpenBoard)
mode Documents (organization of courses)
mode Web (internal or external web browser)
mode Board

thickness of the line for pen and marker
size of the eraser

display / hide!
the stylus toolbar

color of the background

undo / redo last actions!
(as we stay on the same page)
new page!
(a long click allows to duplicate!
the page or to import a page)

tab to display or not!
the flatplan!
(click and hold to!
resize)

tab to display or not!
the library!
(click and hold to!
resize)

erase the content of the page!
(a long click allows to choose the elements to erase :!
annotations, objects, background, all)
previous or next page!
(with automatic saving)

delete object
duplicate object
lock the object, make it visible or not to students

user's sounds,!
videos, pictures

rotation of the object

font type, color, size, alignment

thumbnail of content!
of the page

position of the object on the page!
(one click to move forward / backward one step,!
a long click to put it!
in foreground / background)

group objects

-->

interactivities,!
applications,!
forms!
included in!
OpenBoard

ungroup

the icons appear!
over the thumbnail!
(delete the page,!
duplicate)

horizontal deformation
favorites folder

by clicking on this !
thumbnail, page 3!
becomes the active page

enlargement

Web search

zoom (choose magnifying glass + or - then click on the page),!
to return to 100%, click on the magnifying glass with the cross!
on the bottom right of the screen.
trash

tool to move within a page
page number / !
number of pages
current time

tool "interacting with objects" without editing
tool "select and modify objects"
marker (highlighter)
eraser
pen

laser pointer
tool "straight line"
tool "write text"
"
tool "capture a part of the screen
tool "show the virtual keyboard"

tools : favorites, new folder,!
search field, trash
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